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NMQ Poetry Selections
THE CHILD AND THE MOON
AND THE MOLE
On a windy night the moon stumbled on its crutches:
The slightly silvered tree. And then the moon slid
,With a smile that no one couldsee, and then the moon
'Disobeyed an order to heel, but.ran by the sides
Of the.white, surprising clouds.
The child said:
.Whoever heard of such a thing?
The mother said:
I saw the moon running; it was trying to escape.
From what? asked the child: It runs after me.
The moon is a cigarette smoked by the wind..
Only see, said the daddy, how it trails
And trails over the sky....
The child said:
SillyI~oever heard that the wind was a man at all?
The mole said from the dark of its hole:
I saw the moon running; it was trying to escape.
You what? asked the child in anger and shook
The pale winding roots of the grass until
The mole said: I saw the mouse running;
It was trying to escape from the black, invisible
Eyes of the owl.
I saw the moon running, said the child: It ran
When I ran and walked when I walked and stopped
In the tree when I bent to pick up the white
Penny that it dropped.
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That was only a stone·
Said the mother, said the daddy, and they smiled.
Tomorrow, said the child, but not tonight.
I saw the moon running, said the mother ...
You didn't, said the child, you were standing
There.
And'he ran and he ran and he said:
See? But he dropped through the hole that belonged
To the mole, and the two moons that were eyes
Blinked and went out in the dark when they ran
Together through the tunnels. The child said:
So this is how it is to forget. And he slept all night
In his bed and dreamed that the mole hid under his bed
And heard the little claws like pins as they worked
To make the dark tidy.
s In the morning, the mother said, goOd morning.
But the child said: The mole did it all. It wasn't your fault.
MARJEAN PE.RRY
DIRECTIONS FOR A JOURNEY
The river djvides, and the bridge binds together.
Take care how you pass over from this city
\Into itself, from this time into another
No different from this. Change, change, there's none.
How faryoqgo, how close youstay, there's none.
I
I have come from beside you to tell you this
At the risk of drowning, for the bridge is unsafe
And the current swift.
S T E P HEN P. DUN N
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